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0. Introduction 
There are simple examples where the classifying spaces BG and BG’ are stably 
homotopic but G is not isomorphic to G’. A theorem of Nishida [16] states that if 
BG N BG’ then G and G’ have isomorphic Sylow p-subgroups, but much more than 
that is true as the following theorems indicate. Part of the structure of G can be 
recovered from the stable homotopy type of BG. 
In 1962 D. Gorenstein and J.H. Walter published the following theorem. 
Theorem 0.1 (Gorenstein [4] and Gorenstein and Walter [S]). Let G be aJinite group 
with a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup P of order at least 8 and let TO, T1 be representatioe of 
the two conjugacy classes of Klein four-groups in P. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) G has no normal subgroups of index 2, G has one conjugacy class of involutions, 
and INo(T,)/Co(Ti)I = 6for both i = 0 and 1. 
(b) G has a normal subgroup of index 2, but no normal subgroups of index 4, G has two 
conjugacy classes of involutions, and 1 Nc(Ti)/CG(Ti)l is 6 for one value of i and 2 for 
the other value of i, 0 I i I 1. 
(c) G has a normal 2-complement, G has three conjugacy classes of involutions, and 
INo(Ti)/Co(T,)I = 2 for both i = 0 and 1. 
In particular, ifz is the involution of Z(P), then Co(z) has a normal %-complement. 
In the above theorem N,(T) means the normalizer of T in G, and C,(T) means the 
centralizer of T in G. 
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In 1984 S. Mitchell and S. Priddy determined the stable homotopy type of the 
classifying space of B&, where Dzn is the dihedral group of order 2”. 
Theorem 0.2 (Mitchell and Priddy [15]). 
BD2n 2: BPSL;(F,) V L(2) V RP” V L(2)RP”, 
where all spectra are localized at 2, L(2) is the symmetric product spectrum 
z - 2sp4s0/sp2s0, and q is an odd prime power such that n = v2((q2 - 1)/2). 
In 1991 S. Priddy and the author published a theorem similar to Theorem 0.1. 
Theorem 0.3 (Martin0 and Priddy [12]). Let G bejnite group with a dihedral Sylow 
2-subgroup P of order at least 8. Then BG stably decomposes in one of the following 
three ways: 
(a) BGzn ‘v BPSL,(F,), 
(b) BG2n N BPSL,(F,) V L(2) V RP”, 
(c) BG2n = BPSL,(F,) V L(2) V RP” V L(2) V RP”. 
The notation is the same as in Theorem 0.2. 
It is the purpose of this note to establish some group properties which are invariants 
of the stable homotopy type of BG and to show that Theorem 0.1 is equivalent o 
Theorem 0.3. 
The paper is organized into the following sections. Section 1 is a short description of 
classifying spaces and stable maps. Section 2 is a brief review of the nature of stable 
maps between classifying spaces and of the stable homotopy type of BG. Section 
3 states some group-theoretic properties of the stable homotopy type of BG. Section 
4 proves the equivalence of the two classifications (Theorems 0.1 and 0.3). Finally, 
Section 5 has similar theorems for groups with generalized quaternion or semidihed- 
ral Sylow 2-subgroups. In Section 2 and 3 all spectra are localized at a prime p. In 
Sections 4 and 5 all spectra are localized at the prime 2. 
1. Classifying spaces and stable maps 
The classifying space of a discrete group G is defined to be the orbit space of 
a contractible space on which G acts freely. If we let EG be a contractible space on 
which G acts freely then BG = EG/G. For example, Z/2 acts freely on the infinite 
sphere S” = US” by exchanging a point with its antipode. Thus BZ/2 = RP” = S “/ 
Ix N -x}. If G is a finite group then BG is always an infinite complex. Different choices 
of EG will result in different spaces BG = EG/G, but they will all be homotopy equi- 
valent. The chain complex C, (EG) is a free resolution of Z over ZG. Therefore, we have 
Ext&(Z, Z) = H*(Homzo(C,(EG), Z)) 
= H*(Homz(C,(BG), Z) = H*(BG, Z). 
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The cohomology of the classifying space BG is the same as the algebraic definition of 
cohomology of groups. 
In this paper we are interested in examining the relationship between the stable 
homotopy type of the classifying space BG and properties of the group G. Stable maps 
are more complicated than ordinary continuous maps between spaces. The word 
“stable” means stable under the suspension functor Z. For the moment let X and Y be 
two finite complexes. Since suspension commutes with homotopy we have a well- 
defined map 
LX, yl-C=,~yl, 
We then define the stable homotopy classes of maps from X to Y to be 
{X, Y} = lim_[Z"X,Z"Y]. 
The loop functor Q is adjoint to the suspension functor C. Thus, 
[C”X, C”Y ] = [X, C!“Z”Y ] 
and, therefore, 
(X, Y} = ~[X,Q”Z”Y] = [X, lim_Q”G”Y]. 
The second description of stable maps is better behaved for general complexes. So for 
general complexes X and Y define 
{X, Y} = [X, lin$J”.z’“Y] = [X, s2”C” Y]. 
Stable maps preserve all the properties of H*(X) which commute with the suspension 
functor C. The Steenrod algebra commutes with C but cup products do not. A stable 
mapf: X -+ Y induces a homomorphismf* : H*( Y; F,) + H*( Y; FP) which is a mod- 
ule homomorphism over the Steenrod algebra, but f* is not in general a ring 
homomorphism. 
Stable maps are the morphisms in the category of spectra. A spectrum is a “general- 
ized space” E which has the property that H*(E; FP) is a module over the Steenrod 
algebra, but H*(E; F,) does not generally admit a product structure. By definition 
a spectrum E is a sequence of spaces E,, n = 0,1,2, . . . , and structure maps 
q,:CE, + E,+l. If E is a spectrum then 
H,(E) = lim H*+,(E,). 
n-m 
There is a functor from the category of spaces to the category of spectra defined by 
XH{~f,X,CX, . . . ,C”X, . . . }, the structure maps are the identity except for n = 0. 
When we say that a space X is a spectrum we mean that we have applied this functor. 
Since H,(X) z H,+ l(CX) we have that the homology groups of X are the same 
whether we view X as a space or a spectrum. A good reference for the category of 
spectra and stable maps is the book by Adams Cl]. 
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2. The Segal conjecture and stable homotopy type 
All spectra in this section are localized at a prime p. 
In this section we summarize some general notions which will be used in the later 
sections: for more detail see [ 12, 141. We begin with a breif sketch of Nishida’s theory 
of stable summands [16]. For BP the classifying space of a p-group P, Lewis et al. [9], 
using Carlsson’s olution of the Segal Conjecture [3], have shown that the set of stable 
homotopy classes of maps {BP, BG} is generated as a free module over the p-adic 
integers .?P by equivalence classes of maps of the form BP I: BQ !$ BG, where Q I P, 
tr: BP --) BQ is the reduced transfer (if Q = P then tr is understood to be the identity) 
and h : Q + G is a homomorphism. Two maps are equivalent if they fit into the 
following diagram: 
BP rr, BQ ?!L, BG 
BP _!L, BQ” ?Z., BG 
where x E P, y E G, and c, is conjugation by x. If G = P then {BP, BP} is a ring with 
multiplication given by the Mackey formula. 
If 
1 =CeiE{BP,BP) 
is a decomposition of 1 into primitive, orthogonal idempotents then BP N Vei BP, 
where each eiBP = Tel(BP 5, BP) is the infinite mapping telescope, is a stable 
splitting into indecomposable summands. Define J(P) E {BP, BP} to be the ideal 
generated by maps of the form BP + BQ + BP where Q 2 P. Then by Nishida [16], 
{BP, BP}/J(P) z &, Out(P), 
where Out(P) is the outer automorphism group of P. If 1 = C?j E gpOut(P) is a de- 
composition into primitive orthogonal idempotents, then each Zj = ejo + ... + cjk 
can be further decomposed into primitive, orthogonal idempotents in {BP, BP} where 
ejoQJ(P) and eji E J(P) for i = 1, . . . , k. We call ejoBP a summand which originates in 
BP. Each ejiBP, i = 1, . . . , k is stably homotopy equivalent o a summand originating 
in some BQ, Q $ P since eji E J(P). The stable homotopy type of a summand is 
independent of the choice of idempotents. Since each Zj corresponds to an indecom- 
posable representation of .?,Out(P), we have a correspondence between irreducible 
representations and original summands. We call the original summand corresponding 
to the trivial representation the principal summand. The idea of a summand originating 
in a classifying space BQ was introduced by Nishida [ 163. The term “originates” was 
first used in [ 131. Nishida [ 161 called a summand which originates in BQ a dominant 
summand of BQ. The term “dominant summand” has been widely used since. In [6] 
a summand which originates in BQ is called a type I summand of BQ. 
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A related concept to an original summand is that of a linked summand. A summand 
X is linked in BQ if, for the corresponding idempotent e E {BQ, BQ}, e#.TJQ), where 
J,(Q) c {BQ, BQ} is the ideal generated by maps of the form BQ 1: BR “3 BQ where 
R 2 Q. For e” E gpOout(Q), if e is a summand of e’ then we say that X is linked to the 
corresponding original summand in BQ. As with original summands each linked 
summand is in one-to-one correspondence with a simple module of the ring 
9%‘(Q) = {BQ, BQ}/JJQ). Note &Out(Q) c 9(Q) and there exists an ideal J E 9!(Q) 
such that &Out(Q) x %‘(Q)/J. Therefore, the simple modules ofgpOut(Q) are simple 
modules of W(Q) where J acts as zero. 
Theorem 2.1 (Martin0 and Priddy [14]). Let G be a finite group, X a summand 
originating in BQ, Q a p-subgroup of G. Then the number of summands stably homotopic 
to X in BG is 
xdimk IV; Mi, 
where i ranges over the conjugacy classes Qi of p-subgroups in which X either originates 
or is linked in BQi, Mi is the corresponding simple module in I, k is the splittingfield 
for Mi (independent of Qi) and E’i = CW, w E No(Qi)/Qi. 
Remark. If Y is linked in BP and originates in BQ then Q is a retract of P [14]. The 
element IVi E jpOut(Qi), equals BQi %BG 1: BQi mod J(Qi). 
Definition 2.2. Let G be a finite group and Q a p-subgroup of G. Let e E {BG, BG} be 
a primitive idempotent. If tr : BG + BQ induces a stable homotopy equivalence from 
eBG to a linked summand X in BQ then we will say eBG is derivedfrom Q. 
The content of Theorem 2.1 is that each summand X of BG is derived from 
a p-subgroup Q in which X either originates or is linked in BQ. The idea of eBG being 
derived from Q is related to Benson’s and Feshbach’s idea of a vertex [2]. A p- 
subgroup R of G is a vertex of eBG if Bincl: BR + BG induces a stable homotopy 
equivalence from a summand X originating in BQ to eBG. If X originates in BQ and is 
derived from Q then the two concepts coincide. 
We now state a few easy corollaries concerning principal summands. The equiva- 
lence BP?!% BG 1: BP yields that BG is a summand of BP. 
Corollary 2.3 (Martin0 [lo, 111). Let G be a finite group and P a Sylow p-subgroup; 
then the principal summand of BP is a summand of BG. 
Definition 2.4. Let G be a finite group. If Q < G is isomorphic to a proper retract of 
a subgroup R I G, then Q is a subretract of G. 
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Corollary 2.5 (Martin0 [ 10, 111). Let G be ajnite group. ZfQ is a proper p-subgroup of 
G, then the principal summand of BQ is not derived from Q. In particular, if Q is not 
a subretract of a Sylow p-subgroup of G then the principal summand of BQ is not 
a summand of BG. 
Another useful criterion is a proposition in [23. 
Propostion 2.6 (Benson and Feshbach [2]). Let G be ajinite group. Ifa summand X of 
BG is a principal summand of its vertex Q then Q is a direct summand of No(Q). 
Let Q be a p-subgroup of G if X is an indecomposable summand originating in BQ 
and Y is an indecomposable summand linked to X in BQ; then we say Y is linked to 
X because of the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.7 (Martin0 [l 11). The number of copies of X derived from Q is a lower 
bound for the number of copies of Y derived from Q. 
For example,RP” is linked to L(2) = C -‘Sp4So/Sp2So in BZ/2 x Z/2 [6]. In fact, if 
A is an abelian p-group then all the nonoriginal summands in BA are linked to 
original summands. Harris and Kuhn [6] showed even more was true. If A is abelian 
then S?(A) = 2,&d(A), where &d(A) is the contracted monoid of endomorphisms of 
A (“contracted” means discard the zero homomorphism). 
Theorem 2.8 (Harris and Kuhn [6] ). Let A be an abelian p-group. A simple g,, End(A) 
module restricts to a simple .?,, A&(A) module. 
If A is an abelian p-subgroup of a finite group G, X is a summand originating in BA, 
and Y is linked to X in BA, then MY = Mx as a 2P Aut(A) modules, with splitting field 
Fq; see [6]. 
Corollary 2.9. With the above notation, the number of copies of Y derivedfrom A equals 
the number of copies of X derivedfrom A. In particular, Y is derivedfrom A ifand only if 
X is derived from A. 
3. Group properties of BG 
All spectra in this section are localized at a prime p. 
In this section we collect some properties of G which can be deduced from the stable 
homotopy type of BG. In this section all spectra have been localized at a prime p. 
A theorem of Kuhn [7] states that “If BG N BG’ then G and G’ have the same total 
number of conjugacy classes of elements of p-power order”. We can now improve on 
that theorem. 
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Theorem 3.1. Zf BG N BG’ then G and G’ have the same number of conjugacy classes of 
elements of order p” for each n. 
Proof. The number of conjugacy classes of elements of order p” is equal to the number 
of conjugacy classes of monomorphisms Z/p” -P G, which is the dimension of { BZ/p”, 
BG}/J(Z/p”, G) z ZrZnj(Z/p”, G). 
Let Q be a finite p-group and G a finite group. If we let J(Q, G) be the submodule of 
{BQ, BG} of all maps that factor through the classifying space of a group smaller 
order than Q. Then {BQ, BG}/J(Q, G) is the module generated by G-conjugacy classes 
of monomorphisms Q -+ G. This is clearly a Z,Out(Q) permitation module. In particu- 
lar it is 
{BQ, BG}IJ(Q, G) z @~pOut(Qi)IWG(Qi), 
where i ranges over the conjugacy classes of p-subgroups Qi isomorphic to Q and 
WG(Qi) = NG(Qi)/QicG(Qi). 
For a transitive permutation module M, Homc(i%f, 1G) is one-dimensional [S; 
Lemma 11.12.71, where lc is the trivial G-module. Therefore: 
Theorem 3.2. If BG N BG’ then G and G’ have the same number of conjugacy classes of 
isomorphic p-subgroups. 
Proof. If Q is p-subgroup of G then the dimension of 
HOmOut(Q)(iBQy BG)/J@ih Gh lout(Q)) 
equals the number of conjugacy classes of p-subgroups isomorphic to Q. 
In general, if BG N BG’ one can say it has the same number of conjugacy classes of 
subgroups isomorphic to a p-group Q; however, it is not known if the individual Weyl 
groups need to correspond in any particular way. 
Proposition 3.3. If BG z BG’ then G and G’ have the same number of normal subgroups 
of index p and of index p2. 
Proof. H’(BG:A) = Hom(G, A) where A is an abelian group. Thus, by allowing A to 
be Z/p, Z/p2, and (Z/P)~, it is possible to determine the number of normal subgroups 
of index p, and once that is known then one can determine the number of normal 
subgroups of index p2 (the quotient will be either Z/p2 or (Z/p)“). 
Remark. Of course, every subgroup of index 2 is normal. 
Remark. If Q is abelian then QCo(Q) = Co(Q), 
One final theorem: 
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Theorem 3.4 (Tate [17]). Let G be a Jinite group, with P a Sylow p-subgroup. Zf 
H’(BG; F,) x H’(BP; F,,) then G has a normal p-complement. 
Corollary 3.5. BG 2: BP if and only if G has a normal p-complement. 
4. The classifications of Gorenstein-Walter and M.-Priddy 
All spectra in this section are localized at the prime 2. 
In this section we deal with the case of T = (Z/2)* as a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
By[lS], the stable type of BT is 
BT z BA4 V L(2) V RP” V L(2) V RP”. 
Out(T) is isomorphic to the symmetric group ,E’3 = GL,(F,). There are two 
irreducible C3 modules 1, 5, where 1 is the trivial module and S is the standard (or 
Steinberg module. The corresponding dominant summands of BT are BA4, L(2), 
respectively. 
Theorem 4.1 (Gorenstein [4] and Gorenstein and Walter [YJ). Let G be afinite group 
in which a Sylow 2-subgroup is a Klein four-group T. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) N,( T ) I Co( T ), G has no normal subgroups of index 2, and G has one conjugacy 
class of involutions. 
(b) No(T) = Co(T), G has a normal 2-complement, and G has three conjugacy 
classes of involutions. 
In particular, Co(x) has a normal 2-complement, for any involution x of G. and 
Theorem 4.2 (Martin0 and Priddy [12]). Let G be ajinite group in which a Sylow 
2-subgroup is a Klein four-group T. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) BG 2: BAI. 
(b) BT 5 BA4 V L(2) V RP” V L(2) V RPm. 
Theorem 4.3. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are equivalent. 
Proof. We first show that Theorem 4.1 implies Theorem 4.2. Let G be a finite group 
with a Sylow 2-subgroup isomorphic to (Z/2)*. BA4 is the principal summand of 
B(Z/2)*, thus by Corollary 2.3 BA4 is a summand of BG. To determine the stable 
homotopy type of BG, we need to determine the number of copies of L(2) and RP” in 
a stable decomposition of BG. However, RP” is linked to L(2), so by Corollary 2.9 we 
need only determine the number of copies of L(2) in BG. The simple g2GL2(F2) 
module is the standard 2-dimensional module 5. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
The Weyl group W,(T) = No(T)/&(T) is a 2’-group since T is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
and T E Co(T). Since W&T) E GL,(F,) z C3 we have We(T) z Z/3 or 
W,(T) x 1. 
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If N,(T) 23 C,(T) then W,(T) = N,(T)/&(T) is isomorphic to Z/3 and 
dim @S = 0, so by Theorem 2.1 there are no copies of L(2) in this case. If NG(T) = 
C,(T) then W,(T) = 1 and dims = 2 there are two copies of L(2). 
To show that Theorem 4.2 implies Theorem 4.1 we note that dim WS = 0 or 
2 implies W,(T) x2/3 or 1 implies N,(T) 1 C,(T) or N,(T) = C,(T). The other 
properties in Theorem 4.1 are invariants of EC, Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.3. 
Thus, we need only determine the number of involutions and subgroups of index 2 in 
A4 and (Z/2)*. In case (b) G has a normal 2-complement by Corollary 3.5 since 
BG N BT. 
Finally, if x is an involution of G then W,(C,(x)) = 1 since no automorphism or 
order 3 fixes x, which implies that Xc(x) z BT, and that Cc(x) has a normal 
2-complement by Corollary 3.5. 0 
We now turn to the proof that Theorem 0.1 and 0.3 are equivalent. 
Proof. The argument is essentially the same as the Klein 4-group. Let G be a finite 
group with a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup. BPSL,(F,) is the principal summand of 
B&“; hence always a summand of BG. Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. As with the 
Klein 4-group since RP” is linked to L(2) we need only determine the number of 
copies of L(2) in BG to determine its stable homotopy type. Let To, T1 be representa- 
tives of the two conjugacy classes of Klein 4-groups in P. 
We begin by showing Theorem 0.3 implies Theorem 0.1. In each case, 
dimHOmcLI(FI) ({B(Z/2)2, BG)IJ((Z12)2, G), ~GL& = 2, 
so To and T1 are never conjugate. Since Ti is normal in P for i = 0 or 1,2 divides the 
order of W,(Ti). Hence Wc(7’i) is isomorphic to either Z/2 or C3. If 1 W,(Ti)I = 2 
then dim WS = 1 and if 1 W,(Ti)I = 6 then dim W’s = 0, which determines the num- 
ber of copies of L(2) V RP” and vice versa. The other properties are invariants of BG, 
Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.3. The groups PSL,(F,), PGL,(F,), and D2n provide 
examples of the three cases (a), (b) and (c), respectively. 
We now show that Theorem 0.1 implies Theorem 0.3. In this direction we need to 
consider the possibility that T,-, and T1 may be G-conjugate. If To and Ti are 
G-conjugate then W,(T,) z W&T1 ). Therefore, G satisfies either case (a) or case (c) 
of Theorem 0.1. If / W,(Ti)I = 6 then there are no copies of L(2) in BG, and if 
I W,(Ti)I = 2 then there is one copy of L(2) in BG by Theorem 2.1, i = 0,l Thus, BG is 
stably homotopy equivalent o either BPSL,(F,) (case (a)) or BPGL2(F,) (cace (c)). 
However, for both PSL2(F,) and PGL,(F,), T,, and Ti are not conjugate which yields 
a contradiction by Theorem 3.2. Therefore, T,, and Ti are never G-conjugate for any 
choice of G (with a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup, of course). As above the number of 
copies of L(2) V RP” is determined by the orders of the Weyl groups for To and Ti . 
Similarly, if z is the central involution of P then Wc,(z) (Ti) = Z/2 since no antomor- 
phism of order 3 fixes z, so B&(z) z BP and has a normal 2-complement. 0 
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Remark. The condition that G has a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup is very restrictive. 
The possible G’s are limited modulo an odd-order, normal subgroup. Gorenstein and 
Walter showed the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4 (Gorenstein and Walter [5]). Let G be a jinite group with a dihedral 
Sylow 2-subgroup P. Then G contains an odd-order, normal subgroup K and one of the 
following holds: 
(a) G has no normal subgroups of index 2, and G/K is isomorphic to PSL,(F,) with 
q odd or to the alternating group A,; 
(b) G contains a normal subgroup of index 2 but no normal subgroup of index 4, and 
G/K is isomorphic to PGL,(F,) with q odd; 
(c) G contains a normal subgroup of index 4, and G/K is isomorphic to a Sylow 
2-subgroup P of G. 
5. Other Sylow t-subgroups 
All spectra in this section are localized at the prime 2. 
We now state similar theorems for some related 2-groups. The proofs of their 
equivalence is similar and hence omitted. 
5.1. Quarternion group of order eight 
BY Cl51 
BQ, N BSL2(F,) V C-‘BS3/BN V C-‘BS3,‘BN, 
where N is the normalizer of a maximal torus in S3. 
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a Jinite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup P isomorphic to the 
quaternion group Qs. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) G has no normal subgroups of index 2 or 4, G has one conjugacy class of 
inoolutions, and No(P) 3 PC,(P). 
(b) G has a normal 2-complement, G has one conjugacy class of involutions, and 
No(P) = PC,(P). 
Equivalently. 
Theorem 5.2 (Martin0 and Priddy [12]). Let G be a finite group with a Sylow 
2-subgroup P isomorphic to the quternion group Qs. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) BG N BSLz(F,). 
(b) BG ‘y BSL2(F,) V C-‘BS3/BN V C-‘BS3/BN. 
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5.2. Generalized quarternion groups 
BY Cl51 
BQ,. N BSL,(F,) V C-‘BS’IBN V C-‘BS3/BN, 
where q is an odd prime power such that n = v2(q2 - 1). 
Theorem 5.3. Let G be afinite group with a generalized quaternion Sylow Z-subgroup P. 
Let Q. and QI be representatives of the two conjugacy classes in P isomorphic to Q2n. 
Then one of the following holds: 
(a) G has no normal subgroups of index 2 or 4, G has one conjugacy class of 
involutions. and INo(Qi)/QiCo(Qi)l = 6for both i = 0, 1. 
(b) G has a normal subgroup of index 2 but no normal subgroup of index 4, G has one 
conjugacy class of involutions, and INo(Qi)/QiCo(Qi)l equals 2 for one value of i and 
6 for the other. 
(c) G has a normal Z-complement, G has one conjugacy class of involutions, and 
INo(Qi)/QiCo(Qi)l = Zfor both i = 0,l. 
Equivalently, 
Theorem 5.4 (Martin0 and Priddy [12]). Let G be a finite group with a Sylow Z- 
subgroup P. Let Q. and Q1 be representatives of the two conjugacy classes in P isomor- 
phic to Q2”. Then one of the following holds: 
(a) BG 2: BSL,(F,). 
(b) BG = BSL,(F,) V C -’ BS3/BN. 
(c) BG 2 BSL,(F,) V C-‘BS’/BN V C-‘BS’JBN. 
5.3. Semidihedral groups 
BY Cl% 2,111 
BSD2m N BPSL,(F,) V 2 - ’ BS3 jBN V L(2) V RP”, 
where q is an odd prime power such that n = vz((q - 1) (q2 - 1)). 
Theorem 5.5 (Gorenstein [4]). Let G be a finite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup P. Let 
T represent the conjugacy class of Klein four-groups in P. Then one of the following 
holds: 
(a) G has no normal subgroups of index 2, G has one conjugacy class ofinvolutions and 
of elements of order 4, and INo(T)/Co(T)I = 6. 
(b) G has a normal subgroup of index 2, but no normal subgroup of index 4, G has one 
conjugacy class of involutions and two of elements of order 4, and INo(T)/Co(T)I = 6. 
(c) G has a normal subgroup of index 2, but no normal subgroup of index 4, G has two 
conjugacy classes of involutions and one of elements of order 4, and ( NG( T)/Co( T)) = 2. 
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(d) G has a normal 2-complement, G has two conjugacy classes of involutions and two 
of elements of order 4, and JN,(T)/Co(T)( = 2. 
Equivalently, 
Theorem 5.6 (Martin0 [ 10, 111). Let G be a jinite group with a semidihedral Sylow 
2-subgroup P. Let T represent the conjugacy class of Klein four-groups in P. Then one of 
the following holds: 
(a) BG N BPSL,(F,). 
(b) BG N BPSL3(Fq) V C-‘BS3/BN. 
(c) BG = BPSL,(F,) V L(2) V RP”. 
(b) BG N BPSL,(F,) V Z- ’ BS3/BN V L(2) V RP”. 
Remark. In the cases of the quaternion and generalized quaternion Sylow 2-sub- 
groups the only 2-subgroups Q where Out(Q) is not a 2-group is when Q is isomorphic 
to the quaternion group Qs, here Out(Qs) = X3. For the semidihedral group, the 
2-subgroups Q with Out(Q) not a 2-group are isomorphic to (Z/2)’ and Qs. Further- 
more, it is possible to determine Wc(Qs) from the number of conjugacy classes of 
elements of order 4 in G. 
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